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Possibility

Potential

Opportunity

Creation

Manifestation

Adult Dreams & Visions

Triumph
• Adult’s creations & manifastations
• Magician’s dreams & visions

Balance & Justice

Spring Equinox
March 21
Time of planting, seeding

Beltane
May 1st (May Day)
Sprouting, rooting, early growth

Summer Solstice
June 21st
Time of abundance & growing

Lamas
August 1st
The early harvest

Fall Equinox
September 23
Full Harvest

All Hallows Eve
October 31
Bountiful Harvest of Fall that
seeds the new Spring

Winter Solstice
December 22
Time of rest & benefitting

Candlemas
February 2
Harbinger of new Spring

Within the innocence of chaos, the first light and breath and the first light
and hope unfold. Spirit awakens seeking to find Soul. Soul stirs,
waiting to be found. Within the innocence of chaos, the Possible ignites.

Spirit and Soul entwine in the fertile soil of possibility,
and potential is unbound.

From the timeless sweeps and swirls of Possibility and Potential comes
Opportunity.

Opportunity breeds ideas ripe for creation. Opportunity leads to
conception and creation.
Choose certain opportunities to take into heart and mind.

Opportunity breeds ideas ripe for creation, incubated in the heart and
mind, in love. These ideas, these creations, manifest.
Work your magic to create and manifest.

From this connection of Creation with Manifestation, in the union of
heart and mind, adult dreams and visions are born. Out of the success
forged in love, new dreams are born-- adult dreams and visions, which
are harbingers of the "Something More" that is then within your grasp.

This success is lifted to the level of triumph--  the adult's triumph of
creation and manifestation and the triumph of the
magician's dreams and visions.

Triumph of my Soul & Spirit, of "God/Goddess/All That Is,"
is expressed and reflected in who I am. The Divine is
expressed through me in the living of my life.

Magician

High
Priestess

Empress

Emperor

Hierophant

Lovers

Chariot

Justice

The Great Wheel of Creation
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